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a b s t r a c t

The naturally occurring isotope of hydrogen (1H), deuterium (2H), could have an important biological role.
Deuterium depleted water delays tumor progression in mice, dogs, cats and humans. Hydratase enzymes
of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle control cell growth and deplete deuterium from redox cofactors, fatty
acids and DNA, which undergo hydride ion and hydrogen atom transfer reactions. A model is proposed
that emphasizes the terminal complex of mitochondrial electron transport chain reducing molecular oxy-
gen to deuterium depleted water (DDW); this affects gluconeogenesis as well as fatty acid oxidation. In
the former, the DDW is thought to diminish the deuteration of sugar-phosphates in the DNA backbone,
helping to preserve stability of hydrogen bond networks, possibly protecting against aneuploidy and
resisting strand breaks, occurring upon exposure to radiation and certain anticancer chemotherapeutics.
DDW is proposed here to link cancer prevention and treatment using natural ketogenic diets, low deu-
terium drinking water, as well as DDW production as the mitochondrial downstream mechanism of tar-
geted anti-cancer drugs such as Avastin and Glivec. The role of 2H in biology is a potential missing link to
the elusive cancer puzzle seemingly correlated with cancer epidemiology in western populations as a
result of excessive 2H loading from processed carbohydrate intake in place of natural fat consumption.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
What is known about this topic

� Deuterium depletion seems to protect cells by maintaining
strong hydrogen bond networks.

� Deuterium depleted water inhibits cancer cell growth as well as
tumor progression.

� Hydratases and isomerases of the TCA and pentose cycles trans-
fer deuterium depleted mitochondrial matrix water to interme-
diates and subsequently stabilize DNA.

� Deuterium depletion protects cells from exceptional deuterium
substitution effects in hydrogen bridging biological networks.
� Ketogenic substrates, water and drugs promote deuterium
depletion of mitochondrial metabolic matrix water, offering a
means to prevent tumor cell growth.

What this study adds

� Defective mitochondrial functions, molecular oxygen depriva-
tion and increased glycolysis induce cellular transformations
which can cause a shift in 2H/1H ratio in mammalian cells.

� Switching from a ketogenic to high sugar diet interferes with
the deuterium depleting action of mitochondria serving as a
potential oncogenic initiator.

� The results of this analysis contain new data relevant to cancer
prevention and treatment.
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Questions for the experts

� Can cancer risk be identified by metabolic profiling with 2H as a
probe?

� Can 13C metabolic tracers assist early cancer diagnosis and
response to therapy by detecting 2H loading in DNA of circulat-
ing blood cells and tumorous tissue?

� Is the chemical behavior of hydrogen isotopes consistent with
the involvement of oncometabolites in nutrition?

Introduction

Cancer is the leading cause of death already in Australia, Canada,
Denmark, New Zealand and the UK reaching epidemic levels. In the
US cancer is predicted to surpass heart disease as the lead killer by
2030 [1]. Devastating cancer statistics, ineffective treatment
options and escalating costs amplify the drug compliance cliff,
which necessitates new working hypotheses in order to secure
affordable effective cancer treatments for the future and to control
cancer epidemics. The genetic, signaling hypotheses of cancer with
genomic targets as primary drug design efforts aremore elusive and
costly than ever, resulting in dismal, if any, progress in the field. His-
torically, Warburg proposed first that irreversible damage to respi-
ration was the prime cause of cancer [2–4] with increased glucose
to lactic acid product yield even in the presence of sufficient oxygen
supplies. Yet, with Warburg’s passing away on August 1, 1970, and
the discovery of oncogenes in 1971, cancer research shifted to view
cancer as a genetic disease. The ‘‘re-discovery” of cancer as a meta-
bolic disease linked oncogenesis with pentose cycle metabolism
and gene clustering in 1998 usingmodern targeted 13C-glucose fate
association studies [5] for drug development [6]. Nevertheless, pro-
gress is still slow and overshadowed by molecular biological
approaches unsuited to address metabolic networks and their
inherently complex control properties [7] (Table 1). Massive medi-
cal and economical failures in genetically targeted kinase inhibitor
drug development efforts have first been reviewed in 2005 [8],
which since became sad realities. Thus, worsening cancer statistics
justify a continued significant interest in targeting cancer as a
cellular metabolic disease [9,10].

The submolecular non-genomic theory of cancer dates back by
half a century and was proposed by the 1937 Nobel laureate Albert
Szent-Györgyi in Medicine. His theory links abnormal charge
transfer and permittivity, as well as limited electron carrying by
methyl glyoxal, proteins and ascorbic acid with cancer [11]. Sub-
molecular mechanisms offer very precise and relatively simple
reaction architectures to regulate cell growth, where hydrogen
and deuterium (2H) showed prominent growth regulatory effects
in a study performed by Somlyai [12]. The work of Somlyai readily
offered explanations for the increase in tumorigenicity of human
Table 1
Disease driving hypotheses in cancer.

A. Historic metabolic hypothesis since circa 1950 (Otto Heinrich Warburg) [2]
Cancer cells produce energy by a high rate of glycolysis and lactic acid production in

B. Historic submolecular hypothesis since circa 1975 (Albert Szent-Györgyi) [11]
Cancer is caused by submolecular mechanisms associated with electron transport abn

genomics approaches and gene dysfunctions

C. Genetic hypothesis since circa 1990 (Harold Eliot Varmus)
Mutations in oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes are responsible for cell transfor

results of oncogenic signaling and mutations rather than a cause

D. Metabolic hypothesis since circa 1998 [5,8]
Cancer is caused by abnormal metabolic reaction architectures and gene clustering t

Mutations and oncogenic signaling are not necessary to initiate or maintain oncog

E. Deuterium hypothesis since circa 1992 – current [12]
Cancer is caused by abnormal metabolic reaction architectures that disrupt mitochond

kinetic isotope effects exerted by deuterium. Deuterium depletion is an effective a
fibroblasts expressing an ATPase dependent yeast proton (1H+)
pump with strong deuterium discrimination properties [13], which
accumulates in and transforms mammalian cells [14]. Hydrogen
pumping from cells in the expense of deuterium that compromises
deuterium depleted metabolic water production during ATP syn-
thesis shed lights on the critical involvement of balanced mito-
chondrial matrix functions in normal DNA and cell functions, as
explained below as the core hypothesis of this report. Hydrogen
and deuterium ratios in cells are since considered primary regula-
tors of growth signaling, where exceptional kinetic isotope effects
and severely altered collective proton tunneling are evident by
deuterium [15,16] in hydrogen bonding and bridging physical as
well as biological networks.

Exceptional deuterium substitution effects also offer explana-
tions for the curious observation that 2H depletion in water,
although being a rare isotope species, possesses such strong anti-
cancer properties. Specifically, there are 155 2H2O heavy water
molecules out of 1 million 1H2O (one 2H2O out of 6420 1H2O mole-
cules) or 155 2H atoms out of 1 million 1H in oceanic water. On the
other hand, one part mono-deuterated water 2H1HO exists in
approximately 3210 parts fully protiated surface water, which
means there is one deuterium in approximately 3210 water mole-
cules. In biomolecules, e.g. in NADPH and DNA, the two stable iso-
topes of hydrogen, protium (1H) and deuterium (2H) induce very
different physicochemical behaviors [17,18]. Though 12C containing
molecules undergo ambient temperature bond-breaking reactions a
few percent faster than the 13C counterparts [19], covalent bonds to
protium are typically cleaved >7 times faster than bonds to deu-
teriumbecause of the large differences in reducedmasses and quan-
tum mechanical properties that influence primary kinetic isotope
effects [20]. Deuterium in human plasma is abundant with concen-
trations reaching 12–14 mmol/l, in comparison with calcium’s
2.24–2.74 mmol/l, magnesium’s 0.75–1.2 mmol/l, potassium’s
5.0–5.1 mmol/l and glucose’s 3.3–6.1 mmol/l circulating concentra-
tions. Highermagnetic and electronic dipolemoments of deuterium
mayalsoplay a role inDNAhydrogenbond stability aswell as abnor-
mal cell proliferation. The deuterium/hydrogen (2H/1H) mass ratio,
being also the largest among stable isotopes of the same element,
causesmajor differences in the chemical bonding and collectivepro-
ton tunneling behaviors ranging from cubic ice [15] to the structural
integrity and function of growth signaling proteins [21,22], anabolic
products of reductive synthesis, such as DNA [23], RNA [24] and
nuclear membrane lipids in newly formed cells.
Experimental and clinical evidences of deuterium depletion
and cell growth control

Consistent with the above, the effect of low 2H in water has been
shown to control cell proliferation in numerous biological systems
the cytosol even if oxygen is plentiful

ormalities and protein dysfunctions. This hypothesis was overtaken by molecular

mation with metabolic consequences such as the Warburg effect, which are the

hat alter mitochondrial functions due to enzyme mutations and/or hypoxia.
enic transformation but the presence of ‘‘oncometabolites” is critical

rial deuterium depletion. The result is DNA deuteration and aneuploidy by strong
djuvant to prevent and treat cancer
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in vitro and in vivo [12,25–27]. In vitro studies, in which the only dif-
ference of the growth media was 2H concentration in water, con-
firmed that 2H depletion inhibits cell growth in a dose dependent
manner. To the contrary, increasing the 2H concentration over the
natural abundance in water stimulates cell growth. The effects
observed can bemodeledwhen the growth rate of tumor cells is sig-
nificantly inhibited in culture prepared with deuterium-depleted
water (DDW) and, importantly, that physically restoring 2H levels
by adding heavy water restores cell growth rates [28,29].

The clinical effectiveness of DDW is perhaps the most signifi-
cant. Complete or partial tumor regression has been established
in mice xenografts with MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 human breast ade-
nocarcinoma cells, and PC-3 human prostate tumor cells [12,22].
When laboratory animals are exposed to the chemical carcinogen
(s): 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA) and cytoplasmic
myelocytomatosis oncogene (c-Myc), Ha-ras, and p53 are up-
regulated. Yet the consumption of DDW suppresses the expression
of these genes. In addition, DDW significantly inhibited prolifera-
tion of A549 human lung carcinoma cells in vitro, while H460 lung
tumor xenografts in laboratory mice showed a 30% growth regres-
sion [31]. The anti-cancer effect of 2H-depletion has already been
confirmed in a double-blind, randomized, 4-month-long, phase II
clinical trial on prostate cancer [30], and the extended follow up
suggests that 2H-depletion delays disease progression.

Based on these preclinical study observations, DDW is a promis-
ing new modality in cancer treatment and prevention by lowering
extra-mitochondrial deuterium loading into cellular DNA. 2H-
depletion, in addition to conventional treatments, improves mean
survival in lung cancer even in an advanced disease, complicated
by distant brain metastases [32]. In breast cancer patients DDW
treatment, in combination with, or as an extension of, conventional
therapies, significantly improved survival in advanced disease and
was also effective in the prevention of recurrences in early stage
breast cancer [33].
Deuterium carrying oncometabolites – consistency and
specificity of associations regarding mitochondrial matrix
water recycling and cancer

The shift from genetic thinking towards cancer being a meta-
bolic disease has been due to the application of metabolomics plat-
forms identifying ‘‘oncometabolites”. Oncometabolites are
intracellular products which accumulate, initiate and maintain
uncontrolled cell growth with metastasis. One of the first
oncometabolites identified is 2-hydroxyglutarate, a relatively rare
metabolite that is found in high concentrations in gliomas and
acute myelogenous leukemia [34,35]. Multiple mechanisms have
been suggested for oncometabolites as means of inducing cancer.
Altered gene functions and signaling pathways by indirect his-
tonemethylation contribute to oncogenesis. Since the identifica-
tion of 2-hydroxyglutarate formed in the cytoplasm from citrate
and isocitrate, other mitochondrial products such as fumarate
and succinate in renal cell carcinomas [36] and paragangliomas,
respectively have been identified. These products accumulate due
to the lack of metabolic hydration to form their TCA cycle product,
ketoglutarate and malate, respectively, whereby molecular crowd-
ing and the lack of metabolic water deriving hydrogen transfer to
NADPH by isocitrate dehydrogenase initiate and maintain aggres-
sive tumor growth. Therefore, ‘‘oncometabolite” formation is the
result of enzymatic defects that recycle low deuterium metabolic
water back into carbon cycling, gluconeogenesis and nucleic acid
sugar backbone synthesis. The excessive appearance, i.e. accumula-
tion of ‘‘metabolically dry” oncometabolites is consistent with our
hypothesis that cancer is formed on the basis of mitochondrial
defects that lack hydration of TCA cycle intermediates with low
deuterium matrix water as the result of such defects. Such claim
is supported by the fact that restoring hydratase function of mito-
chondria reverses tumor cells back to their genetically stable non-
proliferating normal phenotype [37] with normal matrix water
content, composition and morphology. All of the non-TCA cycle
deriving oncometabolites arise from aerobic glycolysis, glu-
taminolysis or one carbon metabolic cycles [38] while carrying
deuterium from the environment partially through nutrition.
These include glycine in breast cancer, asparagine in leukemia,
choline in prostate, brain, breast cancers, glutamine in myc-
dependent cancers, as well as glucose, serine, lactate and polyami-
nes in most cancers. Common nutrients such as glucose, lactic,
amino, glutaminic and glyceric acids become oncometabolites only
when mitochondrial ketogenic deuterium depleting and/or
metabolite hydrating processes are insufficient to exchange and
replace deuterium on specific carbons before these carbohydrate
carbon skeletons become functional and structural sugar back-
bones for DNA, RNA and membrane building fatty acids.
Biological coherence of the deuterium loading hypothesis of
cancer

The core reducing equivalent in living cells to produce new DNA
and fatty acids via reductive carboxylation and biomolecule synthe-
sis is NADPH and its deuterium loading properties depend on
carbon-specific positional glucose phosphate deuterium enrich-
ments, as well as deuterium enrichment of the cytoplasmic and
mitochondrial water pools [39,40]. The above mechanisms are all
important because intramolecular deuterium distributions reveal
disequilibrium and a chemical shift axis for example in fructose-6-
phosphate and glucose-6-phosphate [41]. More specifically, natural
glucose source isolated from leaf starch of common bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris) or spinach (Spinacia oleracea) is depleted in deuterium in
the C(2) position. Carbon specific deuterium depletion in fatty acids
from plants [42] and other sources [43,44] is also evident, which
generate deuterium depleted matrix water in mitochondria during
completeoxidation in complex-IV.Variations in carbonspecificdeu-
terium content of oxidizable substrates in the pentose and TCA
cyclespoint to thebiological role of intramolecular deuteriumdistri-
butions that may ultimately be essential to understand all details of
product deuterium abundances in compartmentalized deuterium
transferring intracellular systems as oncogenic initiators.

The pentose cycle (oxidative branch) uses water of cytoplasmic
origin with higher natural surface water-like deuterium content,
which is about 155 ppm (please see above). The full reaction archi-
tecture of the irreversible pentose cycle (oxidative branch) is
important as the ring-opening hydrolysis in the pentose cycle
results in the production of 6-phospho-D-gluconate, which pro-
vides another mole of NADPH to the pentose cycle-deriving cytoso-
lic NADPH pool by phosphogluconate dehydrogenase [EC 1.1.1.43]
during the completion of the direct C(1) oxidation process. This
reaction is followed by pentose cycling, cytoplasmic water hydro-
gen exchanges by Lobry de Bruyn-Alberda-van Ekenstein aldose-
ketose transformations via glucose-phosphate isomerase (GPI),
triose phosphate isomerase (TPI) [41] and channeling into various
hexose, pentose and triose phosphate pools that readily mix with
carbon specific hydration products of the matrix such as malate,
produced by fumarase, using deuterium depleted matrix water in
mitochondria. Extensive substrate hydration steps in mitochondria
using four nutrient-derived hydrogens from the two moles of deu-
terium depleted matrix water consumed during each cycle, as well
as the ring opening hydrolysis of the pentose cycle using cytoplas-
mic water certainly alter NADH-dependent deuterium enrich-
ments that affect all reversible cytosolic NAD+-dependent shuttle
systems, including malate dehydrogenase. Deuterium depletion



Fig. 1. Comparison of metabolic profile changes associated with (1) natural deuterium depletion by low deuterium fatty acid oxidation. Avastin� and Glivec� exert similar
effect and require intact mitochondria for efficacy [49–51] (Red boxes No1), and (2) low deuterium metabolic water recycling from the mitochondrial matrix during citrate,
isocitrate and malate formation; the target of fumarate hydratase activation [36,37] and hyperbaric oxygen treatment combined with a ketogenic diet [52] (Red box No2).
Mitochondrial shuttles, such as the malate shuttle, pass low deuterium carrying fatty acid carbons to gluconeogenesis, where glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate becomes the
source of extensive carbon exchange reactions [53] for the non-oxidative pentose cycle to maintain low deuterium saturation in C30–C50 pentose sugar carbon positions in
RNA and DNA (Red box No3). These are the carbon sites where DNA stability, radiation- and chemotherapy derived hydroxyl radical sensitivities are regulated by hydrogen/
deuterium [23,24] due to primary and secondary intrinsic isotope effects; as well as partially by collective proton tunneling [15,16]. Besides the C30–C50 nucleic acid sugar
backbone fragment, de novo nucleic acid base syntheses, hydrogen bonding and deuterium channeling into hydrogen bonds are controlled by the serine oxidation glycine
cleavage single carbon cycle pathways [38;SOGC] (Red box No4). When tumor cells revert to the Warburg phenotype and reductive carboxylation-driven mitochondria,
deuterium depletion in free (drinking) water becomes the only deuterium depleting mechanism for specific carbon sites in nucleic acid backbone sugars and the bases (Red
box No5). (Blue arabic numbers are enzyme identifiers also found in [54].) (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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during metabolic water production to promote hydrogen transfer
for reductive synthesis is an important mitochondrial matrix func-
tion besides its prominent role in ATP production for the mam-
malian cell.

The deuterium loading hypothesis of cancer emphasizes that
deuterium content of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial water pools
are different when they contribute to NADPH synthesis and that
even small perturbations in the above mentioned cellular deu-
terium depleting pathways that use either cytoplasmic or meta-
bolic water in the pentose cycle readily induce aneuploidy,
undifferentiated blast cell formation and alteration of nuclear
DNA size and function [45–47]. For example, increased hexose iso-
merization and pentose cycling with substrate switching from
ketogenic palmitate to glucose and glutamine within the pentose
and TCA cycles [48], or simply using DDW in place of natural abun-
dance water in culture [12,28,29] profoundly alter cellular pheno-
type and proliferation.

In conclusion, 2H depletion in water offers new adjuvant and
protective cancer therapy. The effectiveness of DDW can also be
related to Warburg’s theory, as it is the product of, mimics and pre-
serves healthy mitochondrial function. Matrix DDW production
can thus prevent irreversible defects in OXPHOS, which is a trigger
for cancer. The role of 2H in biology is a potential missing piece in
the elusive cancer puzzle, explaining cancer epidemics in western
populations as it seemingly correlates with excessive 2H loading
from processed carbohydrate intake in place of natural fat con-
sumption. The resulting oncometabolites may act as 2H loading
substrates (glucose, glutamine, serine) that block deuterium
depleting gluconeogenic precursor synthesis in the mitochondria
as a deuterium depleting carbon processing metabolic hub. Deu-
terium loading nutrients yield DNA with a sugar backbone unpro-
tected from aneuploidy and instability (Fig. 1) with unhealthy
hydrogen bonding, disrupted proton tunneling and a rigid hydro-
gen bridging network for efficient DNA repair.
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